Contents Net® is a web based tool that
enables users to quickly and easily
calculate the correct replacement cost of
their valuable home contents.
Every year thousands of homes are
damaged by fire, storms and other natural
disasters. Most of these people are
underinsured, which inevitably leads to
disappointment, financial hardship and
frustration. Then as the true picture
emerges this often gives way to
dissatisfaction and anger.
When a policyholder is underinsured, no
one wins! The client loses out because they
don’t receive total replacement on their
valuable assets.

items you would normally expect to find in a
home, such as: Appliances
 Audio Visual Equipment
 Bedding/Linen
 Books/CD’s/DVD’s
 Clothing
 Computer/Communications
 Cosmetics/Toiletries
 Floor Furnishings
 Furniture
 Jewellery (costume)
 Kitchenware
 Tools
 Toys

The insurance company misses out
because the client feels they have been let
down at crunch time. The insurer also
misses out on collecting the correct
premium that results from a client being
underinsured.
Contents Net® works by asking the user a
number of simple questions such as what
rooms they have in their home, the number
of people and a couple of other simple
questions. Based on our expert research
the application then builds a list of typical
items, together with a replacement price
estimate and provides the user with a
comprehensive report.
Contents Net® can be linked to any
insurance or financial services web site to
provide the customers of that organisation
with a simple yet powerful tool to calculate
their home contents replacement cost.
Alternatively Contents Net® can be made
available on a subscription or single user
pay as you go basis.
The licensed home contents information
available covers some 1500 items priced
up into 3 statistical grades, from average
thru quality to prestige.
There are a total of 32 separate home
contents categories covering all of the

Contents Net® provides organizations and
users alike with a service that will give them
peace of mind, knowing that should the
unthinkable ever occur, their family home
and treasured possessions are insured for
their true replacement cost.
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